
• Upon arrival at the Computer room of a large company (or at least was) I introduce myself 
"I'm the Engineer." The boss looks at me in disgust: "I expected a man!", I said, "How 
come?" And he said: "Well, Nardecchia is a LAST NAME MEN ...". Witty, Nardecchia 
was my father name's too!

• I rise to the resolution of a mangy problem on a server at Navy. The head of the team, stares 
at me and tells: I don't want anybody touching my PC unless he has been in the Army! 
Cozy...so, keep the problem on the server!

• I came in the agency of a bank with the screwdriver in the bag to open and replace the 
memories of a server. I was block at the entrance for the search of the bag. While showing 
the content of the bag, guard invited me to dinner in the evening, to my denial he admits: "It 
's too exciting a bag woman carrying a bag with a screwdriver inside.". I would pay to 
know what the girlfriend kept in the bag.

• While damn busy with cable and rack on a Sunday overtime activities, the CIO ganly 
handed us warm doughnouts and coffee; turning to me, says "Have you always been an 
Engineer?" "Yes, was my answer. "And you always been a female?". So intriguing...

• Upon my arrival at his site, Customer stare at me obviously meaning his disgust for a female
Engineer, though remaining silent. After my intervention, at the signature of the technical 
report, he blurts at me "Oh my God, you really have any sort of possible defects: you're also 
lefthand!". Lovely, wonder what his mother and Leonardo Da Vinci would think about 
it.

• Meeting for web project:with the customer team, I was there to deploy support and security 
parts in the hosting services. During the meeting it comes to DNS servers, redundancy 
geographical exposure safety. We also talk about solutions to prevent DDoS or to limit the 
damage, iptables, the backup policies. I make a conclusion by reporting their possible 
exposures on the authentication management. At the end of the meeting, I prepare to greet 
and one who was present at the meeting trying to be kind, said: "Do not worry, I will write a 
report now trying to use less technical terms possible.". The kindness always strikes me.


